Abstract—Stability has always been one of the major limitations that constraints Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) from being put in widespread practical use. In this paper, we propose a weak PUF and a strong PUF that are both completely stable with 0% intra-distance. These PUFs are called Locally Enhanced Defectivity Physical Unclonable Function (LEDPUF). A LEDPUF is a pure functional PUF which eliminates the instability of conventional parametric PUFs, therefore no helper data, fuzzy comparator, or any kinds of correction schemes are required. The source of randomness is extracted from Directed Self Assembly (DSA) process, and connections that are permanently closed or opened are formed randomly. The weak LEDPUF is constructed by forming arrays of DSA random connections, and the strong LEDPUF is implemented by using the weak LEDPUF as the key of a keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC). Our simulation and statistical results show that the entropy of the weak LEDPUF bits is close to ideal, and the inter-distances of both weak and strong LEDPUFs are about 50%, which means that these LEDPUFs are not only stable but also unique.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) is a small piece of circuitry such that its behavior, or Challenge Response Pair (CRP) [1], is uniquely defined and it is hard to be predicted and replicated because of the intrinsic random physical nature and the uncontrollability of process variations. As a security primitive, PUF can enable low overhead hardware identification, tracing, and authentication during the global manufacturing chain. The first PUF was introduced more than a decade ago [2]. Since then, many silicon PUF implementations have been proposed, such as Arbiter PUF [3], Ring Oscillator (RO) PUF [4], SRAM PUF [5], and many other variations. However, since the key commonality between all current silicon PUF implementations is their use of parametric manufacturing variations as the source of randomness, there exist several limitations that can cost expensive implementation overhead.

A. Limitations of Parametric PUFs

1) Random Local Variation Extraction: One of the major concerns of parametric PUFs is that local variation should be the only entropy source for these PUFs [6]. However, from our experiments on a large silicon data set [7], only 13% of total variation is random local variation, which means that most variation is coming from global or spatial variation. Any attempt to use global or spatial variation as the source of randomness can make them vulnerable to a class of process side channel attacks. For instance, two PUFs on the same (X,Y) location on different wafers are highly correlated (due to large wafer-level systematics present in most modern fabrication processes). As a result, a few sacrificial wafers can aid in developing a relatively straightforward side channel attack. We tested this side channel attack on silicon RO PUF measurements in 65nm technology across 300 wafers. Figure 1 shows that the inter-distance [6] on the same (X,Y) is much smaller than the inter-distance across all PUFs. Therefore, an adversary with possession of a reference PUF, which is fabricated at the same (X,Y) location as the target PUF, would have a higher probability of guessing the correct answer than random guessing. The radial nature of systematic across wafer variation [7] means that just a few reference PUFs drawn carefully may be sufficient for attackers instead of keeping full sacrificial wafers.

Fig. 1. The inter-distance of PUFs from same (X,Y) location on different wafers is much smaller than that of across all PUFs, which demonstrates a possible side channel attack.

2) Measurement Noise: Measurement noise could be another big issue for parametric PUFs and needs to be accounted for carefully. For instance, metastability of the arbiter circuit for Arbiter PUFs and accumulated jitter in RO PUFs can be sources of measurement noises. For weak PUF measurement, we evaluate the intra-distance [6] of SRAM PUFs using fifteen commercial 45nm SOI test chips, where each consists 176kB data memory. The power-up state is measured 10 times during an 8-hour period, and the mean of intra-distance distribution is 2.57%. Since the experiment is done in room temperature with exactly same settings, the difference is essentially contributed by the measurement noise.

3) Environmental fluctuations and wearout: Existing silicon PUFs are in nature susceptible to environmental fluctuations [8] and wearout [9]. To account for the instability issue, techniques such as error correction code (ECC), helper...
data or fuzzy comparator must be applied. A possible worse case scenario is that when the environmental factors change significantly but yet remain constant. For instance, the PUF is enrolled at 20°C and is verified at 80°C. In this case, a fuzzy extraction process may not be able to recover the initial PUF response, even for multiple samples of the PUF.

B. Techniques to Improve Parametric PUF Quality

A variety of techniques have been intensively studied over the years to extract random local variations or to make a PUF more stable and reliable. A Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) based PUF without helper data is presented in [10]. However, besides its hardware and calibration overhead, the results of uniqueness and entropy analysis are also missing. In [11], the local randomness is distilled by modeling and subtracting the systematic variation. A similar technique is to subtract the averaged frequency from multiple measurements to reveal the true local random variation [12]. However, the calculation and information storage requirement come with the cost of addition latency and hardware. Taking the majority vote [13] or finding stable responses [14] are possible techniques to eliminate the measurement noise, however, at the cost of large latency or reduced number of challenges. Other complex implementations have been proposed to mitigate stability issues that often induce lower hardware efficiency [6], additional circuit complexity [15], or making the PUF more susceptible to attacks [16]. Also, to protect PUFs from the worst case scenario as described creates a huge overhead as it requires to employ very strong ECC [17].

C. The LEDPUF

The issues of parametric PUFs, such as the described instability, wearout, measurement noise, limited local variation, and limited side channel attack resiliency, clearly motivate the need to design PUFs that do not rely on parametric performance variations as the entropy source. In this paper we propose a weak and a strong LEDPUF.

Rather than comparing parameter deviations, the response of an LEDPUF is stability-guaranteed because it depends on random permanent connections generated in Directed Self Assembly (DSA) process, which is highly compatible with existing CMOS technology and is expected to be used in manufacturing in the near future [18].

Compared to similar parametric PUFs such as hardware obfuscation [19] or digital PUFs [20], LEDPUF is completely stable and less susceptible to side channel attacks or model building attacks. The proposed LEDPUF is also a functional PUF where logic function itself is the signature and the strong LEDPUF can generate a variety of challenge-response pairs as needed. The Boolean nature of the response without any parametric dependence means that LEDPUF is not only immune to measurement noise and wearout, but also offers a greater level of reliability compared to existing PUFs as the output is resistant to changes in the environmental factors.

The contributions of this paper are:

- The first stability-guaranteed silicon PUF through locally enhanced defectivity is proposed.
- Detailed constructions of the weak LEDPUF using random DSA connections are presented. It is the first weak PUF with 0% intra-distance without using any stability enhancement techniques.
- The weak LEDPUF with 0% intra-distance enables the construction of the strong LEDPUF based on cryptographic hash functions.
- The simulation statistics and entropy calculation are presented. The results show that the proposed LEDPUFs can generate unique responses and their behaviors are hard to predict.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we describe the randomness extraction from DSA and the DSA hard defective connection formation. In Section III, the structure of the stable signal unit (SSU) is first described, followed by the construction of the proposed weak and strong LEDPUFs from the SSU and the entropy analysis. In Section IV, the experimental results are presented, and finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. DSA Randomness Extraction

Self-assembly is a mechanism that describes block copolymers (BCP) composed of immiscible blocks phase-separate into certain structures [21]. The guiding templates, which are used to guide the self-assembly process [22], can be lithographically-printed trenches (Graphoepitaxy) or chemically-treated surfaces (Chemoepitaxy). During the graphoepitaxy process for contact or via holes, the guiding templates are first lithographically printed, then the surface is spin-coated with the BCP solution. The phase separation occurs during the thermal annealing, and with a particular BCP and surface treatment of substrate [23], cylinders are formed of one block in a matrix of the other block [24].

In case of a diblock copolymer made of two blocks, say A and B: at equilibrium, the microphase separation is established by an energy balance between the stretching energy for the polymer chains and the energy of interactions at the interface between A and B microdomains [25]. Thermal equilibrium is achieved when the free energy is minimized, and the minimum energy state strongly depends on the level of confinement achieved by the layout of guiding templates. In other words, the size, shape, and critical dimension (CD) of the guiding template can greatly affect the DSA defect density [26–28].

For bigger-sized templates, it becomes energetically less expensive to induce a defect than to achieve a defect-free energy minimization [27, 29, 30]. Also, with less confinement forces from the guiding template due to its large size, random interactions from thermal fluctuation [31] or initial kinetics of collective density and state fluctuations [32] begin to dominate the assembly process. Therefore, final assembly results can be random by designing guiding templates that are large enough to cause random assembly errors even if there are no lithographic variations. Figure 2 shows three simulation results of the same large guiding template with an existing DSA simulator [33], where the model of the PS-b-PMMA copolymer has been validated in [34]. The three layers inside the polygonal guiding template are the top, middle, and bottom...
layers of a via. If a cylindrical via hole is formed correctly, the three layers should be three overlapped concentric circles. However, for the large guiding template, random arrangement with different orientations begin to occur. In other words, the randomness of DSA is confined within predetermined local areas only by deliberately designing “bad” guiding templates.

![Fig. 2. Random via formations with a same large guiding template.](image)

A. Hard Defective Connection Formation

We leverage the randomness extracted from DSA to form randomly assembled connections, and these connections are then used to fabricate LEDPUF. Though in conventional DSA, the goal of the guiding template design is to achieve high confinement and avoid regions of random phase transitions, we use the same theory but to enhance randomness in assembly. To construct a DSA random hard defective connection, we configure the size of the guiding template so that two vias are formed with a certain probability that they are connected permanently. A DSA hard defective connection is composed of the two vias along with the connection.

In our experiment, each simulation contains three guiding templates with a same shape, and two vias are formed in each of the guiding template. If the via pair in a same guiding template is merged, the DSA hard defective connection is in closed state; otherwise, the connection is in open state. The states of the three connections in a simulation is independent with each other as expected in real DSA process [34]. In our statistical analysis, an open state is represented by a logic “1”, and a closed state is represented by a logic “0”. 500 simulation were performed in our experiments, so 1500 bits of raw data is obtained from the simulation. Based on our analysis, the empirical entropy of triples of bits is only 0.0063 bits smaller than the entropy of independent triple of bits. Examples of a simulation result in 2D and 3D views are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b), respectively. In the 2D view, the rectangular shapes with rounding corners are the guiding templates, and the shapes inside of the guiding templates are the vias. If the via pair in a same guiding template is merged, the DSA hard defective connection is formed as shown in Figure 3 (c), and it is in permanent closed state; otherwise, the DSA hard defective connection is in permanent opened state as shown in Figure 3 (d). In Figure 3 (a) and (b), two hard defective connections are in open state, and one connection is in closed state.

III. LEDPUF Construction

A. Weak LEDPUF Construction

The proposed weak LEDPUF is composed of arrays of SSUs. Each SSU is constructed from a DSA defective connection, which can be considered as random switches with permanent states that determine the unique and stable function of the circuit. Figure 4 (a) shows the implementation of a SSU. Two ends of the DSA connection are connected to VDD and GND through opposite switches. Figure 4 (b) shows the abstraction of a SSU. In standby mode or before the evaluation, the evaluation signal EVA is low and the output is zero. During evaluation mode, EVA becomes high, and the output is either one or zero depending on the permanent state of the DSA connection. If the DSA connection is closed, the output is one; otherwise, the output is zero.

![Fig. 4. (a) Stable signal unit implementation. When EVA is high, the output is either one or zero permanently depending on the state of the DSA via. (b) Abstraction of a SSU.](image)

The proposed weak LEDPUF is constructed by arranging the SSUs in forms of arrays. Figure 5 illustrates a weak LEDPUF with \( n \) rows and \( m \) columns, where the number of SSUs is \( nm \), and the number of CRPs is \( n \). Since only one of the rows is being evaluated at a time, a one-hot decoder is used so that only one bit of the EVA vector is logic 1. The challenge fed into the decoder is a \( \log(n) \)-bit input, and the response is a \( m \)-bit output.

Compared with existing weak SRAM PUFs, the weak LEDPUF has several evident advantages:

- It is completely stable, so it has no area or latency overhead. To generate a bit response, the weak LEDPUF requires only one SSU and a transistor, or 3 transistors equivalently, as for a standard SRAM cell, 6 transistors are required. Once the state of the DSA via is determined, the output is fixed permanently, so no additional ECC, fuzzy extraction, or helper data is needed. As stated in [35], for a SRAM PUF to generate a 128-bit response, more than 4k SRAM cells are needed under a condition with 15% bit error probability. Therefore, the total number of transistors needed for SRAM PUF to generate
a 128-bit response would be 24k, where for the weak LEDPUF, only 384 transistors are needed, which is more than 600x less than a SRAM PUF, thus the area is also much smaller even assuming that the hardware cost of the peripheral circuits are similar.

- In addition to model building attacks [36], the weak LEDPUF is also more resistant to existing attacks to SRAM PUFs, such as laser stimulation [37] or Photonic Emission Analysis (PEA) [38]. The laser stimulation attack focuses on retrieving the on/off state of transistors, but for weak LEDPUF, the states of the transistors, which depend on the EVA signal, do not reveal secret information. The PEA attack does not work effectively because for each SSU, the source voltage (VDD) of the NMOS is always higher than the drain voltage, and the PMOS at the output will not stay in saturation region since the output will be pulled down even if the DSA connection is formed.

When using a weak PUF for a CRP authentication scheme, it is meaningful to consider the chance of guessing the response. The min-entropy [39]

$$H_{\min}(X) = - \log_2 \left( \max_i p_i \right)$$

(1)

is a means of quantifying the chance of guessing the response in a single round. It corresponds to the exponent of the probability of the most probable response, assuming that each element is identically and independently distributed. Based on our own experimental results for the formation of connections we evaluate the probability mass function of a bit generated by a LEDPUF

$$p_X(1) = 0.4626 \quad p_X(0) = 0.5374.$$  (2)

The min-entropy of the empirical probability mass function is

$$H_{\min}(X) = 0.8962$$

(3)

whereas the maximal min-entropy which is achieved by a fair coin toss, equals to 1. Hence, when the response consists of $m$ bits, the probability of guessing the response of the LEDPUF is equal to $2^{-0.8962m}$. Essentially, it means that when the response of a LEDPUF is 1.11$m$ bits long, the probability of guessing the response is equal to $2^{-m}$ which is the probability of guessing the result of $m$ independent fair coin tosses.

Another possible attack is a dictionary attack in which the attacker guesses the most probable responses in an ascending order. The number of attempts it takes to find the response is coined guesswork [40] which we denote by $G$. For a stream of $m$ bits which are drawn i.i.d the expected guesswork is lower bounded by [41]

$$E \{ G \} \geq \frac{1}{4} 2^{mH_{\text{Sh}}(x)}$$

(4)

where $H_{\text{Sh}}(x) = \sum_i -p_i \log_2 (p_i)$ is the Shannon entropy. Assigning (2) to the Shannon entropy we get that

$$E \{ G \} \geq \frac{1}{4} 2^{0.996m}.$$  (5)

Further, the exponential growth rate of the expected guesswork (as a function of $m$) scales according to the Renyi entropy [40] with parameter $\alpha = \frac{1}{2}$

$$\lim_{m \to \infty} \frac{1}{m} \log_2 E \{ G \} = H_{1/2}(X) = 2 \cdot \log_2 \left( \sum_i p_i^{1/2} \right).$$

(6)

Assigning the empirical probability (2) to (6), gives a growth rate that equals to 0.998, whereas the maximal growth rate which is achieved by a fair coin toss, is again equal to 1. Therefore, when the response is 1.002$m$ bits long, the guesswork scaling behavior is equal to the scaling behavior of $m$ independent fair coin tosses.

Interestingly, the loss induced by the fact that the bits are not drawn uniformly, is much higher when considering only a single guess. On the other hand, when considering multiple guesses, the loss decreases significantly. It is also worth mentioning that even though the loss for a single guess is not negligible, for large $m$ the chance of guessing the response is still very low.

Based on the empirical results (2) we deduce that the bits are drawn according to a biased probability function. However, the probability mass function can always be adjusted by changing slightly the size of the guiding probability function. Another possibility to balance out the probability, is by using a randomness extractor [42], which outputs a shorter stream of bits that correspond to independent fair coin tosses.

**B. Strong LEDPUF Construction**

One of the shortcomings of using memory-based PUFs for CRPs, is the scaling of the hardware size as a function of the number of CRPs [43]. In general, each channel response pair requires a different set of circuits, and as a result the hardware size is proportional to the number of CRPs. On the other hand for strong PUFs the hardware size scales logarithmically as a function of the number of CRPs.

In order to create a strong LEDPUF we consider a keyed hash function along with a weak LEDPUF. The weak LEDPUF response is used as a key for the keyed hash function. The challenges serve as the input to the hash function, whereas the response is the output of the keyed hash function. Figure 6 presents a strong LEFPUF based on a keyed hash function and on a weak LEDPUF.
It is important that the keyed hash function uses the key in such a way that does not enable the attacker to predict responses to unobserved challenges based on the observed ones. Therefore, concatenating the key directly to the challenge, which is vulnerable to extension or collision attacks, is not a good realization of the strong LEDPUF.

We create strong LEDPUF by using a weak LEDPUF as a key for a keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC) [44]. Any cryptographic hash function, such as SHA-1 or SHA-2, can be used for HMAC. It is worth mentioning that in [45] the authors also propose the use of PUFs with an HMAC in a somewhat similar manner; however, they do not take into consideration the overhead incurred by the instability of parametric PUFs.

To give a rough estimation of the hardware implementation cost of the strong LEDPUF, for a HMAC-SHA1, the implementation requires about 30k gates [46], and just the ECC part, BCH for example, of a parametric PUF would require same order of gates [17].

The level of security of a strong LEDPUF depends on the underlying hash function and the quality of the weak LEDPUF that serves as a key, whereas weak LEDPUFs rely solely on the randomness in the manufacturing process.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Uniqueness Evaluation

For the weak LEDPUF, the uniqueness is evaluated by calculating the fractional inter-distance [6] of 1000 weak LEDPUFs, each produces 512 bits of response. The distribution is with mean=0.503 and standard deviation=0.02 as shown in the second row of Table I. Since the variance value is proportional to the inverse of the length of the response, as the length of the response increases the variance value goes to zero while the mean value goes to 0.505.

For the strong LEDPUF, the structure used in our experiment is based on the NMAC structure, and the results are obtained from simulations. Each strong LEDPUF consists of a weak LEDPUF that provides 2x256 bits for the two initial vectors (IV) of the nested hash, and each response is a 256-bit stream because SHA-256 is used in the construction. The same challenge is given to 1000 strong LEDPUFs, and the inter-distance of the responses is a distribution with mean=0.500 and standard deviation=0.03 as shown in the third row of Table I.

B. Stability-Guaranteed Weak LEDPUF Requirement

To construct a strong LEDPUF, only the weak LEDPUF can be used because of its 0% intra-distance. If other existing weak PUFs with even small intra-distance are used, the intra-distance of the strong LEDPUF would be increased dramatically due to the avalanche effect. In other words, even a single bit flip of the weak PUF can completely change the response of the strong LEDPUF. Figure 7 (a) shows that the intra-distance of the strong LEDPUF jumps from 0% to 50% as the number of bit flips increases from zero to one.

Figure 7 (b) shows how the intra-distance of the strong LEDPUF rises as the intra-distance of the weak PUF increases in logarithmic scale. Since 2x256 bits of the IVs are from the weak PUF, for a weak PUF with 0.1% intra-distance, the probability that it generates a same 512-bit response twice is about 60%, which translates to a roughly 20% intra-distance of the strong LEDPUF. Therefore, only the weak LEDPUF with a guaranteed 0% intra-distance can be used for the IV generation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose the first stability-guaranteed PUF that requires no stability enhancement techniques, where the source of randomness is extracted from locally enhanced DSA process. Detailed constructions of two LEDPUFs: the weak LEDPUF and the strong LEDPUF, are presented. Inter-distance measurements on the LEDPUFs show that both weak and strong LEDPUFs are ideally unique. The area and latency of the weak LEDPUF is much smaller than existing weak PUFs because no error correcting schemes are needed. The strong LEDPUF provides large CRP space because of its cryptographic hash based structure. The weak LEDPUF used in the strong LEDPUF construction cannot be replaced by existing weak PUFs because an absolute 0% intra-distance is required for the weak PUF to avoid the avalanche effect of the strong LEDPUF. Furthermore, we quantify the level of security provided by weak LEDPUF by calculating the expected guesswork resulting from weak LEDPUFs empirical probability function; the loss compared to a fair coin toss is negligible.
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